
MUJS 6010 Seminar in Jazz History and Analysis
JohnMurphy

Fall 2016

1 Course information

Meets Tuesday-Thursday, 9:30-10:50 a.m., room 292 and sometimes in theMusic Library.

2 Course description from the catalog

Survey and analysis of the literature of jazz history and analysis at the doctoral level, including original student research.
Prerequisite(s): MUJS 5430, MUJS 5440, MUJS 5780; or consent of instructor.

3 Course goals

• Critical study of current scholarly literature on jazz history and analysis, including work in related fields such as
musicology, ethnomusicology, andmusic theory.

• Research on a topic chosen by the student that integrates historical and analytical study. The topic should be selected
with theMUGC 6954 dissertation research project in mind.

• Communicating the results of the research in writing in an academic style suitable for publication and using new
media platforms.

4 Prerequisites and Expectations

Students are expected to know and to continue to study during this class:
• the standard narrative of jazz history (the content of MUJS 5430, Graduate Review of Jazz History)
• the historical literature of jazz and concepts of jazz historiography (concepts are included in 5430 and 5440)
• analytical approaches to jazz including common-practice tonal analysis andmethods of post-tonal analysis that
are relevant to your research topic (MUJS 5780, Jazz Styles & Analysis)

• jazz researchmethods and bibliography (MUJS 5440, Introduction to Research in Jazz Studies)
5 Topics

5.1 Weeks 1-4

The course will begin with a review of the historical literature, jazz historiography, and analytical approaches to jazz,
beginning with a detailed critical reading of exemplary articles and dissertations in jazz history and jazz analysis.

5.2 Weeks 5-8

Together we’ll read a recent anthropological study of jazz studies programs by EitanWilf and discuss it critically with
emphasis on its implications for the role of historical and analytical thinking as support for jazz pedagogy.
Wilf, Eitan. 2014. School for Cool: The Academic Jazz Program and the Paradox of Institutionalized Creativity. Chicago:

University of Chicago Press.

5.3 Weeks 9-13

These weeks will be devoted to the in-depth investigation of each student’s research topic. During these weeks students
will read in the literature, study recordings and other primary sources, write a formal paper, make class presentations,
and create versions of the paper using newmedia platforms. Class meetings during these weeks will consist of student
progress reports, writingworkshops, student presentations, and presentations by the prof based on topics and problems
in student projects.

5.4 Weeks 14-15

The final two weeks of the course will be devoted to the use of research, writing, and presentation skills in the job
search process and preparation for the doctoral qualifying exams.
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6 Readings

These readings are listed to give you an idea of the scholarly literature we’ll be working with. You’re not expected
to read all of this, and our readings won’t be limited to these. You can browse in this literature to see examples of
how research topics are defined and research arguments are supported.

6.1 Monographs

Ake, David. 2010. Jazz Matters: sound, place, and time since bebop. Berkeley: University of California Press.
Berliner, Paul. 1994. Thinking in jazz: the infinite art of improvisation. Chicago: University of Chicago Press.
Epperson, Bruce D. 2013. More Important Than the Music: A History of Jazz Discography. Chicago: University of Chicago
Press.
Feld, Steven. 2012. Jazz Cosmopolitanism in Accra: Five Musical Years in Ghana. Durham, NC: Duke University Press.
Harker, Brian. 2011. Louis Armstrong’s Hot Five and Hot Seven Recordings. New York: Oxford University Press.
Monson, Ingrid. 2007. Freedom Sounds: Civil Rights Call Out to Jazz and Africa. New York: Oxford University Press.
Solis, Gabriel. 2007. Monk’s Music: Thelonious Monk and Jazz History in the Making. Berkeley: University of California
Press.
Stewart, Alex. 2007. Making the Scene: Contemporary New York City Big Band Jazz. Berkeley: University of California
Press.
Waters, Keith. 2011. The Studio Recordings of the Miles Davis Quintet, 1965–68. New York: Oxford University Press.

6.2 Scholarly anthologies

Ake, David, Charles Hiroshi Garrett, and Daniel Goldmark, eds. 2012. Jazz/Not Jazz: the music and its boundaries.
Berkeley: University of California Press.
O’Meally, Robert G., Brent Hayes Edwards, and Farah Jasmine Griffin, eds. 2004. Uptown Conversation: The New Jazz
Studies. New York: Columbia University Press.
Fischlin, Daniel and Ajay Heble, eds. 2004. The other side of nowhere: jazz, improvisation, and communities in dialogue.
Middletown, Conn.: Wesleyan University Press.

6.3 Jazz bibliography

Meadows, Eddie S. 2006. Jazz scholarship and pedagogy: a research and information guide. New York: Routledge.

6.4 Guides to research and writing

Williams, JosephM. 1990. Style: toward clarity and grace. Chicago: University of Chicago Press.
Williams, JosephM., Gregory G. Colomb, and JosephM. Williams. 2008. The Craft of Research. Chicago: University of
Chicago press. 3rd ed.

6.5 Journals

Annual Review of Jazz Studies
Ethnomusicology
Jazz Perspectives
Jazz Research Journal
Journal of Jazz Studies
Journal of Music Theory
Journal of the AmericanMusicological Society
Journal of the Society for AmericanMusic
Music Theory Spectrum
Musical Quarterly
Popular Music

7 Grading

Essays on course readings 30%
Presentations 20%
Research project 50%
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7.1 Grading scale

A=89.5-100%
B=79.5-89.4%
C=69.5-79.4%
D=59.5-69.4%
F=59.4% and below

8 Policies

Attendance is expected at all class meetings. University-excused absences and professsional absences will be excused.
Strict adherence to UNT and disciplinary standards of academic integrity will be expected and enforced.
See the standard UNT syllabus policies in the separate document.

9 UNT Ally

I participated inUNTAlly training in order to learnmore about creating an environment for learning inmy classes that is
characterizedbymutual respect. I got a certificate in a frame that’s inmyoffice, but unless youvisitmyoffice andhappen
to see it, youwouldn’t know about it. That’s why I put this note in the syllabus. From theUNTAllywebsite: “Ally Training
educates and trains students, staff and faculty to create a safe zone for GLBT (gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender) people
at UNT. You don’t have to be GLBT/LGBT to go through training. Ally training is for anyone who’s interested. The goal is
to achieve a culturewhere any person can study and/orwork in an environment free of discrimination andharassment.”
I am also an ally of students who are living with depression or other psychological conditions and students on the

autism spectrum. Many different kinds of minds have value. We learn better as a group when we are aware of the
different ways we perceive and think about music.

10 This syllabus is subject to change with notice.
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